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with saddlestitch or perfect binding. This group of
publications also includes leaflet style, odd size,
extra large (e.g., posters) and other formats that do
not fit in the fact sheet group. The audience is also
the general public (and for county agent use).
l	

Communications makes edits as needed and sets
up the final publication file. Author is sent a
PDF proof to approve before the publication can be published.

l

After author approval of the proof, Communications sends the final file with the
MISC-323X to the Print Shop to print as
requested. Distribution of the publication is
made to counties, libraries, administration, etc.,
by the Postal Center. Communications enters
the publication into the online publication order
system to allow ordering by the public and
counties. The Print Shop holds the file in print
on demand or routes printed copies to the warehouse for filling orders.

l

Communications posts the publication on
the Extension web site under Publications
(after making accessible and compliant
with the Americans With Disabilities Act).
The web link is sent to the author.

l

Publication files are stored by Communications for future revisions needed by the
author to the print and web versions. If
a publication needs to be discontinued at any
time, a Publications Specialist in Communications is to be notified by the author to remove it
from the publications order system and web.

	

Tips on Filling Out MISC-323X Form
The MISC-323X form is used only for publications and not other print jobs. Information
provided on this form is used by Communications
and the Print Shop/Postal Center to print, web
post, distribute and store a publication for ordering.
(Be sure to download the most recent version before
completing it.) Below are some tips on filling out
MISC-323X before submitting to Communications:
l

Page 1 – On this page the author provides
instructions for processing the publication.

*For

minor revisions to old publications that are still in
the inventory, contact the Communications Department
for the best way to handle. Minor changes are defined
as logo/EEO update, author/author title change, crediting
former authors and very minor content changes. Peer
review may not be necessary.
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